Answers

I spy synonyms

1. hate – detest
   sad – miserable
   rich – wealthy
   adore – love
   dubious – doubtful

fear – dread
wrong – incorrect
remember – recall
plentiful – abundant
normal – ordinary

loyal – faithful
hopeful – optimistic
fault – defect
effect – consequence
dangerous – hazardous
damp – moist

2. a) stroll   b) ramble   c) saunter   d) march   e) hike   f) tramp   g) trek

I spy synonyms

agile
begin (or beginning)
candid
deliberate
enough
fatigue
gather
harbour
infectious

jail
keen
labyrinth
mock
neat
optional
phantom
quench
reporter

scorn
tyrant
uprising
vain
worth
xenophobia
yarn
zenith

Super Challenge 1

Different meanings, different synonyms

1. a) inaccessible, isolated, secluded, out-of-the-way, outlying
   b) negligible, slim, faint, slight, unlikely
   c) aloof, detached, withdrawn, stand-offish, uncommunicative

2. bright colours/sunshine: e.g. shining, luminous, brilliant, vivid (and others); dark, dull
   a bright morning: e.g. sunny, fine, fair, clear; dull/cloudy
   a bright manner: e.g. cheerful, jaunty, lively, breezy; subdued
   a bright student: e.g. clever, intelligent, gifted, sharp; dull/stupid
All about animals

1. a) gaggle of geese
   b) troop of monkeys
   c) drove of cattle
   d) pride of lions
   e) swarm of locusts
   f) brood (or clutch) of chickens

2. a) i) joey
    ii) cub
    iii) leveret
    iv) cygnet
    v) fawn
    vi) filly
    vii) gosling
    viii) elver

Super Challenge 2

Different meanings, different synonyms

1. a) piercing; opposite: gentle/mild
   b) sudden; opposite: gradual
   c) perceptive; opposite: dull/slow
   d) distinct; opposite: blurred/indistinct

2. (a) WELL-DRESSED → SMART → BRIGHT → SHINING
   (b) FLIMSY → LIGHT → FAINT → DIZZY

Super Challenge 3

All about animals

Challenge 3

1. a) piercing; opposite: gentle/mild
   b) sudden; opposite: gradual
   c) perceptive; opposite: dull/slow
   d) distinct; opposite: blurred/indistinct

2. (a) WELL-DRESSED → SMART → BRIGHT → SHINING
   (b) FLIMSY → LIGHT → FAINT → DIZZY

1. a) piercing; opposite: gentle/mild
   b) sudden; opposite: gradual
   c) perceptive; opposite: dull/slow
   d) distinct; opposite: blurred/indistinct

2. (a) WELL-DRESSED → SMART → BRIGHT → SHINING
   (b) FLIMSY → LIGHT → FAINT → DIZZY